
24 was one of the most influential bands in hardcore/punk spanish

scene, source of inspiration and a model to follow for many young bands

who discovered a whole new way to run a rock band, based on the DIY,

compromised lyrics and aggressive attitude in front of system's confor-

mity. They played their first gig in June 1992 and the last one on June

1994. Only two years in which they were able to mark a new generation

of bands, from Xmilk to Hopeful, passing through All Ill, manifesto, Omega

Cinco and lots of young followers attracted by straight edge philosophy

and he intensity of very physical shows, where band and audience got

together between jumps and crazy dances.

In that period, the band leaded from the bass guitar by Jordi Llansamà

(known as Jordi Bcore for running this record label), showed itself as very

prolific, releasing a first demo, two 7-inch singles and an entire album

recorded exclusively for Germany through Amok records and never

released in Spain. All this material was included in 1999 in the original

edition of this "Discografía completa" ("Complete discography"), featuring

a juicy booklet with all lyrics, pictures and info about the band, plus a live

video. Songs recorded in those days by Toni Claret "Poper", known for his

early Aina works, and mainly by Xavi Navarro, current bass player and pro-

ducer for The Unfinished Sympathy, who took care as well of the final re-

mastering of the whole material. After more than five years we re-launch

this  "Discografía completa"  due to popular demand.

Tracklist:
1. My nation is crap / 2. Closer
3. Tv junk / 4. Where is hardcore?
5. Jo i ells / 6. Arale against capitalism
7. Sick of banality / 8. Prou
9. Make me sick / 10. 24 ideas
11. Lie / 12. Mistake / 13. The cause
14. Amerigun way / 15. Trade
16. Rising / 17. Alternativa
18. Love hasn’t rules / 19. Individuals
20. Avoid the violence 
21. Econographic revolution
22. Friend or foe / 23. Food
24. Cold peace / 25. Normal death
26. Can’t tell no one / 27. Justice-fication
28. Ugh!!! / 29. In the name of revolt
30. Lifestyle / 31. Yuppie entertainment
32. A must / 33. Trade unions
34. Our progress / 35. Fight crime with crime
36. History
37. Kill for freedom, freedom to kill
38. Where is hardcore?
39. Hard as / fortress
40. Avoid the violence
41. Capitalist fairytale / 42. Yeporoso

Selling points:
. After Subterranean Kids, 24 ideas was the
most influential spanish hardcore band.

. All of their works have been out of catalog
and sold out for years, including their only
long-play for german label Amok recs., and
never released in Spain.

. The CD includes all of their songs recorded
before their split-up, with extra material like a
live video, pictures and all lyrics. 

. Remastered by Xavi Navarro (Standstill, The
Unfinished Sympathy, Aina, Favez, One man
and his droid, 
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